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A critical assessment of the pairing symmetry in Na
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We examine each of the symmetry-allowed pairing states of NaxCoO2 · yH2O and compare their
properties to what is experimentally and theoretically established about the compound. In this
way, we can eliminate the vast majority of states that are technically allowed and narrow the field
to two, both of f -wave type states. We discuss the expected features of these states and suggest
experiments that can distinguish between them. We also discuss odd-frequency gap pairing and
how it relates to available experimental evidence
NaxCoO2 · yH2O is a novel superconductor which, de-
spite a relatively low superconducting temperature1 of
only ∼ 5K, has recently attracted substantial experi-
mental and theoretical attention. Much of the interest
is driven by an as-of-yet unresolved pairing state that
is presumed to be highly unusual and possibly (as we
will argue in this Letter, likely) even more unconven-
tional than the d-wave superconductivity of the cuprates
or p-wave superconductivity of the ruthenates. A sur-
vey of the current literature for NaxCoO2 · yH2O reveals
that in the two years since its discovery, various groups
have proposed s-wave2,3,4, p-wave z(x + iy)5,6, d-wave
x2− y2+2ixy6,7,8,9 and various versions of f4,6,10 and i-
wave states, as well as an odd-frequency triplet s state11.
To our knowledge, NaxCoO2 · yH2O holds the record for
the greatest number of different superconducting symme-
tries proposed for one compound.
Synthesis of single crystal NaxCoO2 · yH2O is diffi-
cult and polycrystalline samples often exhibit inhomo-
geneities in Na distribution and H2O accumulation
12,13.
The compound is furthermore chemically unstable at am-
bient temperature and humidity14, making it difficult
to handle and characterize. For these reasons, well-
reproducible and reliable experimental results that could
be expected to unravel the precise superconducting state
have been slow to emerge. Still, there are several ex-
perimental facts that are rather well established, repro-
ducible and which bear immediate relevance to the super-
conducting symmetry. Other facts that follow from con-
firmed knowledge about the crystal and electronic struc-
ture allow the exclusion of at least a few of the symmetry-
allowed pairing states. An absence of knowledge about
which states conform to symmetry requirements, which
are excluded by experiment and which are physically un-
reasonable has frequently lead both theorists and exper-
imentalists to concentrate on those pairing symmetries
which are compatible with a specific data set or a specific
theory of pairing to the detriment of a broader, consistent
picture.
In this Letter, we list all the different symmetry repre-
sentations that are compatible with a hexagonal crystal
structure, according to the seminal work of Sigrist and
Ueda15. Based on what is currently known experimen-
tally about NaxCoO2 ·yH2O, we discuss which states can
be eliminated from consideration with a reasonable de-
gree of confidence. We will show that surprisingly few
TABLE I: Symmetry-allowed pairing states for hexagonal
symmetry
2D DOS µSR
1 1 Y N Y s
2 x2 + y2 Y N Y s
3 z2 N Y Y s
4 xzˆ(a) Y Y Y p
5 yzˆ(a) Y Y Y p
6 (x± iy)zˆ Y N N p
7 zxˆ N Y Y p
8 zyˆ N Y Y p
9 z(xˆ±iyˆ) N N N p
10 yxˆ+xyˆ(b) Y N Y p
11 xxˆ−yyˆ Y N Y p
12 (xˆ±iyˆ)(x± iy) Y Y N p
13 xxˆ+yyˆ Y N Y p
14 yxˆ−xyˆ(c) Y N Y p
15 zzˆ N Y Y p
16 x2 − y2(a) Y Y Y d
17 xy(a) Y Y Y d
18 (x± iy)2 Y N N d
19 xz N Y Y d
20 yz N Y Y d
21 (x± iy)z N Y N d
22 x(x2 − 3y2)zˆ Y Y Y f
23 y(y2 − 3x2)zˆ Y Y Y f
24 z[(x2 − y2)xˆ+ 2xyyˆ] N Y Y f
25 z[(x2 − y2)yˆ + 2xyxˆ] N Y Y f
26 sxˆ, syˆ, or szˆ Y Y Y s
(a) These states are excluded because of their proximity to a
fully-gapped state (b) In Table III of Ref. 15, this state is
printed with a typo, which is corrected here. (c) In Table VI
of Ref. 15, this state is printed with a typo, which is
corrected here.
candidates survive this scrutiny, and that all of these
are highly unconventional and, in a sense, more exotic
than either the high-Tc cuprates or the p-wave ruthen-
ates. The list of allowed symmetries15 up to L=3 (i.e.
up to the f -states) is given in Table I.
There are 25 states in this table, excluding the last
one which will be discussed separately later. We will
show that all but two of them are incompatible with the
2experimental data.
First, we decide which facts are to be considered
as firmly established. Some potentially very impor-
tant probes, such as the temperature dependence of the
Knight shift, are still controversial in the sense that differ-
ent authors report contradictory results2,5,10,16. We have
therefore singled out three pieces of evidence on which all
or practically all publications agree. These are:
Two-dimensionality. Electronic structure calculations
for the hydrated compound show an anisotropy in the
Fermi velocity of at least an order of magnitude17,
which is supported by an experimentally measured re-
sistive anisotropy18,19 of 103 - 104, corresponding to a
Fermi velocity anisotropy of 30 to 100 (the resistivity
anisotropy of the unhydrated, high Na content com-
pound, Na0.75CoO2, which should be substantially lower
than that of Na0.3CoO2 ·yH2O, was found
20 to be as high
as 500), indicating that the transport along c is proba-
bly incoherent. This is firm evidence that the electronic
structure is very strongly 2D.
As found experimentally21,22 and explained
theoretically23, the magnetic anisotropy of the un-
hydrated high-Na compound is very small, primarily
because each Co couples with 7 Co atoms in neighboring
layers. While there are no data on the magnetic coupling
at x = 0.3, nor for the hydrated compound, one can
estimate the reduction in magnetic coupling from the
ratio of the squared Fermi velocities, which is about 20.
Thus in the hydrated compound, magnetic interaction
should also be 2D.
Finally, in an interesting difference from both the
cuprates and ruthenates, the Co and O phonons should
also be 2D in this system. Of course, water vibration
need not be such, but the absence of the hydrogen iso-
tope effect18 clearly indicates their irrelevance for the su-
perconducting pairing.
Therefore, we conclude that the superconducting order
parameter in Na 0.3CoO2 · yH 2O should be 2D.
Absence of superconductivity-induced spontaneous
magnetic moments below Tc. Some of the supercon-
ducting states listed in Table I (#9,12) are nonunitary
and have a spontaneous magnetization in the supercon-
ducting state. Others (#6,18,21) break the time-reversal
symmetry for a Cooper pair by virtue of a nonzero pair
orbital moment. In both cases, the resulting nonzero lo-
cal magnetic moments are supposed to be detectable15.
Note that net magnetization is not present in the lat-
ter case, due to domain formation and internal Meiss-
ner screening, but crystallographic defects and grain or
domain boundaries should still host nonzero local mo-
ments. One of the main arguments in favor of the ax-
ial (x + iy)zˆ state in Sr2RuO4
24 was the fact that muon
spectroscopy revealed the appearance of disordered static
magnetic moments below Tc. The accepted interpretation
of this finding is that the pairing symmetry has a nonzero
orbital moment. Muon spin rotation experiments for
Na0.3CoO2 · yH 2 have been reported
10,25 and no indi-
cations of static moments below Tc have been found. To
our knowledge, there are no other works reporting de-
tection or non-detection of static magnetic moments in
this compound. We nevertheless feel confident to include
this fact in our compendium for two reasons: i) one of
the reports comes from a group10 which has performed
similar measurements on other superconductors and was
previously able to detect local moments in PrOs4Sb12
26,
and ii) this is a rare example of an experiment in which
poor sample quality makes the effect more pronounced
rather than obscuring it.
Therefore, we conclude that neither nonunitary nor
L 6= 0 states are possible in Na0.3CoO2 · yH 2O
Absence of a finite superconducting gap. Several ex-
perimental groups have reported experiments indirectly
probing the density of states (DOS) in the supercon-
ducting phase. Such experiments, primarily calorimetry,
were instrumental in clarifying the symmetry of pairing
in such novel superconductors as SrRuO4
24 and MgB2
27.
These experiments measure the temperature dependence
of either specific heat28,29 or relaxation rates (NMR2,
NQR30,31 or µSR10,32). In all work that we are aware of,
the authors agree that the low temperature behavior of
the DOS is not exponential33. As of yet, no group has
reported measurements at temperatures low enough to
allow for a reasonably confident determination of the ex-
act temperature dependence, but most authors suggest
a T 3 (line nodes) behavior for T & 2 K and finite-DOS
linear behavior at lower T .
These results exclude states with a fully developed size-
able gap on all Fermi surfaces.
Armed with these three facts, let us now test the 25
states listed above against them. First, we eliminate all
states that have, by symmetry, strong z-dependence of
the order parameter. These are the ten states #3, 7, 8,
9, 15, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25. Of the remaining 15 states, #1,
2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 18 have no symmetry restriction
that would require them to have node lines or points. In
general, there exists the possibility of accidental rather
than symmetry-induced nodes, or regions with a finite
but extremely small order parameter, similar to the so-
called “extended s ” state, earlier considered for super-
conducting cuprates. In the case of Na0.3CoO2 · yH2O,,
such accidental nodes seem highly unlikely due to its spe-
cific fermiology. The Fermi surface of Na0.3CoO2 · yH2O
consists of one relatively small nearly circular cylinder,
and, possibly (predicted by the theory, but not yet con-
firmed experimentally) six tiny pockets surrounding the
first Fermi surface. Whether the latter actually exist or
not, a pairing interaction that would be consistent with
the hexagonal symmetry and at the same time enforce
sign change of the order parameter on these small Fermi
surfaces should itself change sign with a variation of the
wave vector on the order of 0.2–0.25 of the Brillouin zone
dimension. It is hardly possible to imagine a physically
meaningful pairing interaction of this sort.
Finally, the µSR experiment allows us to exclude the
non-unitary state #12. Note that several states that we
have already excluded because they are allowed by sym-
3FIG. 1: A schematic of the Na0.3CoO2 · yH2O Fermi surfaces
along with the two f -wave pairing states that remain after
eliminating any states that are in conflict with experimen-
tal evidence. left panel y(y2 − 3x2)zˆ has node lines which
directly intersect the theoretically predicted e′g hole pockets.
right panel The node lines of x(x2− 3y2)zˆ fall between the e′g
pockets and therefore cause no loss of pairing energy.
metry to have a full gap, are additionally excluded as
having nonzero orbital moment. This leaves us with the
six states: #4,5, 16, 17, 22 and 23. There is good rea-
son to believe that the first four are not realized. As an
example, we consider the first pair, xzˆ and yzˆ. In the
linear approximation (that is, expanding the free energy
to second order in the order parameter), they are degen-
erate with each other and with state #6, (x + iy)zˆ (see
Ref.15). Strong coupling effects, the spin-orbit interac-
tion and other effects can, formally, tilt the energy bal-
ance in favor of these states, but only in the 4th order in
the order parameter (the distinction between the states
themselves appears only in the 6th order). However, all
three states belong to the same symmetry representation
and the first two have node lines, while (x + iy)zˆ has
full gap. This should lead to a considerable difference
in pairing energy that favors the fully gapped state for
the same amplitude of the order parameter and makes
stabilization of the other states highly questionable.
Excluding states #4,5,16, and 17 on the basis of this
argument, we are left with only two possible states:
x(x2− 3y2)zˆ and y(y2− 3x2)zˆ. Assuming only one Fermi
surface, the a1g one around the Γ point, we cannot make
a further distinction between the two. However, if one ac-
cepts the Fermi surface from band structure calculations,
the latter state has a node line on all e′
g
Fermi surfaces
(See Fig. 1). Given the small size of these pockets, the
line nodes cause a near loss of pairing for 2/3 of all elec-
trons at the Fermi level, which is energetically unlikely.
Therefore, we conclude that if the e′
g
derived Fermi sur-
face pockets actually exist, the most likely superconduct-
ing symmetry among all possible superconducting states
with an even-frequency order parameter is the f state
x(x2 − 3y2)zˆ.
This is the main result of our paper. However, be-
fore concluding, we would like to remark that an odd-
frequency triplet szˆ state, proposed earlier by us11, is
also compatible with the criteria introduced above. It
has no orbital moment, it is unitary [as opposed to an-
other triplet s state, s(xˆ±iyˆ)], it is 2D, and, despite be-
ing isotropic, it has finite DOS at zero energy, giving rise
to the observed nonexponential specific heat and other
DOS-sensitive quanitities. As opposed to the xzˆ and yzˆ
case above, sxˆ and syˆ are also isotropic and thus do not
have any additional disadvantage in terms of the pairing
energy. The ground state in this case is defined either by
the spin-orbit induced magnetic anisotropy (if the easy
magnetization axis is in the plane, sxˆ or syˆ is favored,
otherwise szˆ), or by the spin-orbit induced anisotropy of
the pairing interaction.
Finally, we would like comment on the (still controver-
sial) Knight shift experiments. The absence of a Knight
shift decay below Tc has been taken as a decisive argu-
ment in favor of the (x ± iy)zˆ state in Sr2RuO4
24. The
f state that has emerged from our discussion also corre-
sponds to Cooper pairs with spins in the xy plane and
thus to a constant Knight shift. The same is true for
the szˆ state. On the other hand, sxˆ or syˆ would show a
reduced, though not exponentially reduced, Knight shift
below Tc. Of the states with an even frequency gap (#1-
25), the states which, formally, should not show a Knight
shift reduction below Tc along some directions are #4, 5,
6, 15, 22 and 23.
In conclusion, we have shown that, based on estab-
lished experimental evidence and a knowledge of the
electronic structure of Na0.3CoO2 · yH 2O, many super-
conducting states that are allowed by symmetry can be
eliminated from consideration. Of those with an even-
frequency gap, only the f states, x(x2 − 3y2)zˆ, and
y(y2 − 3x2)zˆ are fully compatible with what is known
about this compound. The former has no line nodes along
the e′
g
hole pockets and is therefore energetically favor-
able, given the existence of e′
g
states at the Fermi level.
In terms of odd-freqency gap states, sxˆ, syˆ, and szˆ are
all consistent with experimental reports.
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